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Abstract:
Visual computations provide the major machinery for design; instantiating, deleting, transforming and combining shapes, rapidly and erratically in design studio, or precisely and meticulously in formal design research, are the key mechanisms in both spatial synthesis and analysis. And still visual computations applied in computers often behave radically different from what the eyes perceive and expect – and mostly not for a better cause. An approach is outlined here to draw a link between the visual computations that architects delight at and the digital computations that computers are apt to. The proposed model consists of two intertwined parts: an underlying graph representation (topology) and a shape representation (geometry): any change in the topology of the model affects the geometry and any change in the geometry affects the topology of the model. The emergent descriptions, codenamed here as architectural topologies, cut across predefined topologies of given vocabularies of shapes and support generously two of the most important characteristics of visual computation: recursion and redescription. Three digital applications are presented in detail to illustrate the ideas discussed: a) Grape; b) P/LNP; and c) Sort Machine.
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